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Abstract
We developed a novel approach to identification
and model testing in linear structural equation mod-
els (SEMs) based on auxiliary variables (AVs),
which generalizes a widely-used family of meth-
ods known as instrumental variables. The identi-
fication problem is concerned with the conditions
under which causal parameters can be uniquely es-
timated from an observational, non-causal covari-
ance matrix. In this paper, we provide an algorithm
for the identification of causal parameters in lin-
ear structural models that subsumes previous state-
of-the-art methods. In other words, our algorithm
identifies strictly more coefficients and models than
methods previously known in the literature. Our
algorithm builds on a graph-theoretic characteriza-
tion of conditional independence relations between
auxiliary and model variables, which is developed
in this paper. Further, we leverage this new char-
acterization for allowing identification when lim-
ited experimental data or new substantive knowl-
edge about the domain is available. Lastly, we de-
velop a new procedure for model testing using AVs.

1 Introduction
The problem of estimating causal effects is one of the fun-
damental problems in the data-driven sciences. In order to
estimate a causal effect, the desired effect must be identified
or uniquely expressible in terms of the probability distribution
over the available data. Causal effects are identified by design
in randomized control trials, but in many applications, such
experiments are not possible. When only observational data
is available, determining whether a causal effect is identi-
fied requires modeling the underlying causal structure, which
is generally done using structural equation models (SEMs)
(also called structural causal models) (Pearl, 2009; Barein-
boim and Pearl, 2016).

A structural equation model consists of a set of equations
that describe the underlying data-generating process for a
set of variables. While SEMs, in their most general, non-
parametric form do not require any assumptions about the
form of these functions, in many fields, including machine
learning, psychology, and the social sciences, linear SEMs

are used. A linear SEM consists of a set of equations of the
form, X = ΛX + U , where X = [x1, ..., xn]t is a vector
containing the model variables, Λ is a matrix containing the
coefficients of the model, and Λij represents the direct effect
of xi on xj , and U = [u1, ..., un]t is a vector of normally dis-
tributed error terms, which represents omitted or latent vari-
ables.1 The matrix Λ contains zeroes on the diagonal, and
Λij = 0 whenever xi is not a cause of xj . The covariance
matrix of X will be denoted by Σ and the covariance matrix
over the error terms, U, by Ω. In this paper, we will restrict
our attention to semi-Markovian models (Pearl, 2009), mod-
els where the rows of Λ can be arranged so that it is lower
triangular, and the corresponding graph is acyclic.

When modeling using SEMs, researchers typically specify
the model by setting certain entries of Λ and Ω to zero (i.e. ex-
clusion and independence restrictions), while leaving the rest
of the entries as free parameters to be estimated from data2.
Restricting a particular entry Λij to zero reflects the assump-
tion that Yi has no direct effect on Yj . Similarly, restricting
Ωij to zero reflects the assumption that there are no unob-
served common causes of both Yi and Yj . Once the param-
eters are estimated, causal effects (as well as counterfactual
quantities) can be computed from the structural coefficients
directly (Pearl, 2009; Chen and Pearl, 2014). However, in or-
der to be estimable from data, a parameter must first be identi-
fied. In some cases, the modeling assumptions are not strong
enough, and there are multiple, often infinite, values for the
parameter that are consistent with the observed data. As a re-
sult, two fundamental problems in SEMs are to identify and
estimate the model parameters and to test the underlying as-
sumptions that enable identification.

The problem of identification has been studied extensively
by econometricians and social scientists (Fisher, 1966; Bow-
den and Turkington, 1984; Bekker et al., 1994; Rigdon, 1995)

1Instrumental and auxiliary variables can also be used when nor-
mality is not assumed, but to simplify the proofs in the paper, we
will, as is commonly done by empirical researchers, assume nor-
mality.

2There are a number of algorithms for discovering the model
structure from data(Spirtes et al., 2000; Shimizu et al., 2006; Pearl,
2009; Zhang and Hyvärinen, 2009; Mooij et al., 2016). However, it
is only in very rare instances that these methods are able to uniquely
determine the model structure. As a result, model specification gen-
erally utilizes knowledge about the domain under study.
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and more recently by the AI and statistics communities us-
ing graphical methods (Spirtes et al., 1998; Tian, 2007, 2009;
Brito and Pearl, 2002a,c, 2006; Bareinboim and Pearl, 2016).
To our knowledge, the most general, efficient algorithm for
model identification is the g-HT algorithm given by Chen
(2016) combined with ancestor decomposition (Drton and
Weihs, 2016). This method generalizes the half-trek algo-
rithm of Foygel et al. (2012) and utilizes ancestor decompo-
sition, which expands on an idea by Tian (2005) where the
model is decomposed into simpler sub-models. Graphical
methods have also been applied to the problem of testing the
causal assumptions embedded in an SEM. For example, d-
separation (Pearl, 2009) and overidentification (Pearl, 2004;
Chen et al., 2014) provide the means to discover testable im-
plications of the model, which can be used to test it against
data.

Despite decades of attention and work from diverse fields,
the identification problem3 has still not been efficiently
solved4. There are identifiable parameters and models that
none of the above methods are able to identify. Similarly,
there are testable implications of SEMs that the above meth-
ods are unable to detect. One promising avenue to aid in both
tasks are auxiliary variables (Chen et al., 2016). Each of the
aforementioned methods for identification and model testing
only utilizes restrictions on the entries of Λ and Ω to zero.
Auxiliary variables can be used to incorporate knowledge of
non-zero coefficient values into existing methods for iden-
tification and model testing. These coefficient values could
be obtained, for example, from a previously conducted ran-
domized experiment, from substantive understanding of the
domain, or even from another identification technique. The
intuition behind auxiliary variables is simple: if the coeffi-
cient from variable w to z, β, is known, then we would like
to remove the direct effect of w on z by subtracting it from z.
This removal eliminates confounding paths through w and is
performed by creating a variable z∗ = z−βw, which is used
as a proxy for z. In many cases, z∗ allows the identification
of parameters or testable implications using existing methods
when z could not.

Chen et al. (2016) demonstrated how auxiliary variables
could be utilized in simple instrumental sets (instrumental
sets that do not utilize conditioning to block spurious paths)
(Brito and Pearl, 2002a; van der Zander et al., 2015) and
proved that any model identifiable using the g-HT algorithm
is also identifiable using auxiliary simple instrumental sets.

Since auxiliary variables allow knowledge of non-zero co-
efficient values to be incorporated into existing methods for
identification, they are also directly applicable to the problem
of z-identification (Bareinboim and Pearl, 2012), in which
partial experimental data is available. Additionally, the can-
cellation of paths that results from adding an AV may result
in conditional independence constraints between the AV and

3To be precise, we are referring to the problem of identifica-
tion almost everywhere (Brito and Pearl, 2002b), also called generic
identification (Foygel et al., 2012).

4An exhaustive procedure can be obtained using Gröbner bases
methods (Foygel et al., 2012). However, these methods are compu-
tationally intractable for anything but the smallest of graphs.

other variables that can be used to test the model.
In this paper, we generalize the results of Chen et al.

(2016) and demonstrate how auxiliary variables can be uti-
lized in generalized instrumental sets, which allow for con-
ditioning to block spurious paths. We prove that, unlike
auxiliary simple instrumental sets, this generalization strictly
subsumes the g-HT algorithm. Additionally, we introduce
quasi-instrumental sets, which utilize auxiliary variables to
identify coefficients when partial experimental data is avail-
able. Quasi-instrumental sets are incorporated into our iden-
tification algorithm, allowing it to better address the prob-
lem of z-identification. To our knowledge, this algorithm
is the first systematic method for tackling z-identification in
linear systems. We also demonstrate how auxiliary instru-
mental sets and quasi-instrumental sets can be used to derive
over-identifying constraints, which can be used to test the
model specification against data. Moreover, we prove that
these overidentifying constraints subsume conditional inde-
pendence constraints among auxiliary variables. Lastly, we
discuss related work, showing how auxiliary IVs are able to
unite a variety of disparate methods under a single frame-
work.

2 Preliminaries
The causal graph or path diagram of an SEM is a graph,
G = (V,D,B), where V are nodes or vertices, D directed
edges, and B bidirected edges. The nodes represent model
variables. Directed eges encode the direction of causality, and
for each coefficient Λij 6= 0, an edge is drawn from xi to xj .
Each directed edge, therefore, is associated with a coefficient
in the SEM, which we will often refer to as its structural co-
efficient. Additionally, when it is clear from context, we may
abuse notation slightly and use coefficients and directed edges
interchangeably. The error terms, ui, are not shown explicitly
in the graph. However, a bidirected edge between two nodes
indicates that their corresponding error terms may be statisti-
cally dependent while the lack of a bidirected edge indicates
that the error terms are independent.

We will use standard graph terminology with Pa(y) de-
noting the parents of y, Anc(y) denoting the ancestors of Y ,
De(y) denoting the descendants of y, and Sib(y) denoting
the siblings of y, the variables that are connected to y via a
bidirected edge. He(E) denotes the heads of a set of directed
edges, E, while Ta(E) denotes the tails. Additionally, for
a node v, the set of edges for which He(E) = v is denoted
Inc(v). Lastly, we will utilize d-separation (Pearl, 2009).

We will use σ(x, y|W ) to denote the partial covariance be-
tween two random variables, x and y, given a set of variables,
W , and σ(x, y|W )G as the partial covariance between ran-
dom variables x and y given W implied by the graph G. We
will assume without loss of generality that the model vari-
ables have been standardized to mean 0 and variance 1.

Definition 1. For a given unblocked (given the empty set)
path, π, from x to y, Left(π) is the set of nodes, if any, that
has a directed edge leaving it in the direction of x in addition
to x. Right(π) is the set of nodes, if any, that has a directed
edge leaving it in the direction of y in addition to y.



For example, consider the path π = x ← vL1 ← ... ←
vLk ← vT → vRj → ... → vR1 → y. In this case, Left(π)
= ∪ki=1v

L
i ∪ {x, vT } and Right(π) = ∪ji=1v

R
i ∪ {y, vT }. vT

is a member of both Right(π) and Left(π).

Definition 2. A set of paths, π1, ..., πn, has no sided inter-
section if for all πi, πj ∈ {π1, ..., πn} such that πi 6= πj ,
Left(πi)∩Left(πj)=Right(πi)∩Right(πj) = ∅.

Wright’s rules (Wright, 1921) allow us to equate the
model-implied covariance, σ(x, y)M , between any pair of
variables, x and y, to the sum of products of parameters along
unblocked paths between x and y.5 Let Π = {π1, π2, ..., πk}
denote the unblocked paths between x and y, and let pi be
the product of structural coefficients along path πi. Then the
covariance between variables x and y is

∑
i pi.

Lastly, we define auxiliary variables and the augmented
graph.

Definition 3 (Auxiliary Variable). Given a linear SEM with
graph G and a set of edges E whose coefficient values are
known, an auxiliary variable is a variable, z∗ = z −

∑
i eiti,

where {e1, ..., ek} ⊆ E ∩ Inc(z) and ti = Ta(ei) for all
i ∈ {1, ..., k}.

If not otherwise specified, z∗ refers to the auxiliary vari-
able, z − c1t1 − ... − cltl, where {c1, ..., cl} are the coeffi-
cients of E ∩ Inc(z) and E is the set of directed edges whose
coefficient values are known. In other words, z∗ is the aux-
iliary variable for z where as many known coefficients are
subtracted out as possible. Chen et al. (2016) demonstrated
that the covariance between any auxiliary variables and model
variables can be computed using Wright’s rules on the aug-
mented graph, defined below.

Definition 4. (Chen et al., 2016) LetM be a linear SEM with
graph G and a set of directed edges E such that their coeffi-
cient values are known. The E-augmented model, ME+, in-
cludes all variables and structural equations ofM in addition
to new auxiliary variables, y∗1 , ...y

∗
k, one for each variable in

He(E) = {y1, ..., yk} such that the structural equation for
y∗i is y∗i = yi − ΛXiyiT

t
i , where Xi = Ta(E) ∩ Pa(yi),

for all i ∈ {1, ..., k}. The corresponding augmented graph is
denoted GE+.

For example, consider Figure 1a. If the value of β is
known, we can generate an auxiliary variable x∗ = x − βt.
The β-augmented graph Gβ+ is depicted in Figure 1b. In
some cases, x∗ allows the identification of coefficients and
testable implications using existing methods when x could
not, due to the fact that the back-door paths from x to y that
go through β cancel with the back-door paths from x∗ to y
that go through −β. This can be seen by expressing the co-
variance of x∗ and y in terms of the model parameters using
Wright’s rules.

5Wright’s rules characterize the relationship between the covari-
ance matrix and model parameters. Therefore, any question about
identification using the covariance matrix can be decided by study-
ing the solutions for this system of equations. However, since these
equations are polynomials and not linear, it can be very difficult to
analyze identification of models using Wright’s rules.

3 Auxiliary and Quasi-Instrumental Sets
Two, perhaps the most common, methods for estimating
causal effects are OLS regression and two-stage least-squares
(2SLS) regression. Both of these methods assume that the
underlying causal relationships between variables are linear,
in addition to other causal assumptions that guarantee identi-
fication. The single-door criterion (Pearl, 2009) graphically
characterizes when the assumptions sufficient to estimate a
causal effect using regression are satisfied in a linear SEM.
Similarly, Brito and Pearl (2002a) gave a graphical character-
ization for when a variable z qualifies as an IV so that 2SLS
regression provides a consistent estimate of the causal effect.
In this section, we give a graphical criterion for when AVs
can be utilized in generalized instrumental sets, which ex-
tends both the single-door criterion and IVs. Additionally, we
introduce quasi-instrumental sets, which utilize AVs to better
address the problem of z-identification.

First, we give a simple graphical criterion for when an
AV would be conditionally independent of another variable,
which will allow us to incorporate AVs into instrumental sets,
as well as other identification and model testing methods that
require the ability to detect conditional independence in the
graph.

Theorem 1. Given a linear SEM with graph G, where E ⊆
Inc(z) is a set of edges whose coefficient values are known,
if W ∪ {y} does not contain descendants of z and GE−
represents the graph G with the edges for E removed, then
(z∗ |= y|W )GE+ if and only if (z |= y|W )GE− .6

Proof. Proofs for all theorems and lemmas can be found in
the Appendix.

Next, we demonstrate how AVs can be incorporated into
generalized instrumental sets, defined below.

Theorem 2. (Brito and Pearl, 2002a) Given a linear model
with graph G, the coefficients for a set of edges E =
{(x1, y), ..., (xk, y)} are identified if there exists triplets
(z1,W1, p1), ..., (zk,Wk, pk) such that for i = 1, ..., k,

(i) (zi |= y|Wi)GE− , whereW does not contain any descen-
dants of y and GE− is the graph obtained by deleting
the edges, E from G,

(ii) pi is a path between zi and xi that is not blocked byWi,
and

6The theorem disallows descendants of the generating variable
in the conditioning set. At first glance, this may appear to limit the
ability to block biasing paths among AVs. However, we conjecture
that if z cannot be separated from y in G, then z∗ will almost surely
not be independent of y given W , if W contains descendants of
z. To illustrate, consider the example shown in Figure 1c. x∗ =
x − βt is independent of y, as can be verified using Wright’s rules,
but x∗ is not independent of y given d! An intuitive explanation for
this surprising result is that conditioning on d, a descendant of x,
in Figure 1c induces correlation between the error term of x and t,
since x acts as a “virtual collider”. As a result, we have a “virtual
path” from x∗ to y, x∗ ← x ← ux ↔ t → y. See Pearl (2009, p.
339) for a detailed discussion of virtual colliders.



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: (a) α is not identified using IVs (b) α is identified using x∗ as an auxiliary IV givenw1 (c) conditioning on descendants
of x induces correlation between x∗ and y

(iii) the set of paths, {p1, ..., pk} has no sided intersection.7

If the above conditions are satisfied, we say that Z is a gen-
eralized instrumental set for E or simply an instrumental set
for E.8

In some cases, a variable z may not satisfy condition (i)
above but an auxiliary variable z∗ does. For example, in Fig-
ure 1a, we cannot identify α using Theorem 8. Blocking
the path x ← t ↔ y by conditioning on t opens the path,
x↔ t↔ y. Moreover, we cannot use t or s in an instrumen-
tal set due to the edges t ↔ y and s ↔ y. However, s is an
IV for β, allowing us to generate an AV, x∗ = x−β · t1, as in
Figure 1b. Now, α can be identified using x∗ as an auxiliary
instrument given w1.

Theorem 1 tells us when (i) of Theorem 8 can be satisfied
using an AV, z∗i . We simply check whether zi can be sep-
arated from y in GE∪Ez−, where Ez ⊆ Inc(zi) is the set
of zi’s edges whose coefficient values are known. When an
instrumental set includes AVs, we call the set an auxiliary
instrumental set or auxiliary IV set for short.

Figure 1a also demonstrates the importance of extending
the simple auxiliary instrumental sets introduced by Chen
et al. (2016) to allow for conditioning. α can only be iden-
tified if we block the paths x ↔ w1 → y and x ↔ w1 →
w2 → y by conditioning on w1.

When knowledge of coefficient values are known a priori,
it may be helpful to generate an AV from the outcome vari-
able y. For example, in Figure 2a, α cannot be identified.
However, suppose that it is possible to run a surrogate exper-
iment and randomize z. This experiment would allow us to
estimate γ and generate the AV, Y ∗ = Y − γZ. Now, z is
not technically an instrument for α, but it can be shown that
α = rY ∗Z.W

rXZ
. Chen et al. (2016) called such variables quasi-

instrumental variables or quasi-IVs for short.
Interestingly, while quasi-IVs are valuable for the problem

of z-identification, they do no better than instrumental sets

7Brito and Pearl (2002a) provided an alternative statement of
condition (iii). A proof that the two statement are, in fact, equivalent
is given in the Appendix.

8Note that when k = 1, z1 is an IV for (x1, y). Further, if
z1 = x1, then x1 satisfies the single-door criterion for (x1, y).

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) α is not identified using IVs (b) α is identified
using Z as a quasi-IV after adding auxiliary variable Y ∗

when applied to the standard identification problem, where
no external knowledge of coefficient values is available. For
example, consider again Figure 2a. In order to use z as a
quasi-IV for α, we would first have to identify γ using an IV.
If such a variable existed, say z′, then we could have simply
identified {α, γ} using the IV set {z, z′}.

Next, we formally define quasi-instrumental sets or quasi-
IV sets for short. Note that auxiliary IV sets are also quasi-IV
sets.

Definition 5. Given a linear SEM with graph G, a set of
edges EK whose coefficient values are known, and a set of
structural coefficients α = {α1, α2, ..., αk}, the set Z =
{z1, ..., zk} is a quasi-instrumental set if there exist triples
(z1,W1, p1), ..., (zk,Wj , pk) such that:

(i) For i = 1, ..., k, either:

(a) the elements of Wi are non-descendants of y, and
(zi |= y|Wi)GE∪Ey where Ey = EK ∩ Inc(y).

(b) the elements of Wi are non-descendants of zi and
y, and (zi |= y|Wi)GE∪Ezy where Ezy = EK ∩
(Inc(z) ∪ Inc(y)).

(ii) for i = 1, ..., k, pi is a path between zi and xi that is
not blocked by Wi, where xi = He(αi), and

(iii) the set of paths {p1, ..., pk} has no sided intersection



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: (a) b is identified using either v2 or v1 as an instrument and c is identified using w as an instrument (b) e is identified
using v∗3 as an auxiliary instrument given (c) a and d are identified using v∗5 as an auxiliary instrument

Theorem 3. If Z∗ is a quasi-instrumental set for E, then E
is identifiable.

Lastly, the following corollary provides a simple graphi-
cal condition for when a single variable or AV qualifies as a
quasi-IV.

Corollary 1. Given a linear SEM with graphG, z∗ is a quasi-
IV for α given W if W does not contain any descendants of
z, and z is an IV for α given W in GEz∪Ey−, where Ez ⊆
Inc(z) and Ey ⊆ Inc(y) are sets of edges whose coefficient
values are known.

Auxiliary and quasi-IV sets enable a bootstrapping proce-
dure whereby complex models can be identified by iteratively
identifying coefficients and using them to generate new auxil-
iary variables. For example, consider Figure 3a. First, we are
able to identify b and c using IVs, but no other coefficients.
Once b is identified, Corollary 1 tells us that e is identified us-
ing v∗3 since v3 is an IV for e when the edge for b is removed
(see Figure 3b). Now, the identification of e allows us to iden-
tify a and d using v∗5 , since v5 is an IV for a and d when the
edge for e is removed (see Figure 3c). This general strategy
is the basis for our identification, z-identification, and model
testing algorithm, described next.

4 Identification and z-Identification
Algorithm

In this section, we construct an identification algorithm that
operationalizes the bootstrapping approach described in Sec-
tion 3. First, we describe how to algorithmically find a quasi-
instrumental set for a set of coefficients E, given a set of
known coefficients, IDEdges.

The problem of finding generalized instrumental sets was
addressed by van der Zander and Liskiewicz (2016). They
provided an algorithm, TestGeneralIVs, that determines
whether a given set Z is a generalized instrumental set for a
set of edges, E, that runs in polynomial time if we bound the
size of the coefficient set to be identified. More specifically,
their algorithm has a running time of O((k!)2nk), where n is
the number of variables in the graph and k = |E|.9

Our method, TestQIS, given in the Appendix, generalizes
TestGeneralIVs, for quasi-IV sets. FindQIS, also given in

9van der Zander and Liskiewicz (2016) also give an algorithm
that tests whether Z is a simple conditional instrumental sets in
O(nm) time. A simple conditional instrumental set is a generalized
instrumental set where W1 =W2 = ... =Wk

the Appendix, searches for a quasi-IV set by checking all sub-
sets of Z ⊆ (Anc(zi) ∪Anc(y)) using TestQIS. It returns a
quasi-IV set, as well as its conditioning sets, if one exists.

In some cases an instrumental set may not exist for C, but
one exists for C

′
, where C ⊂ C

′
. Conversely, there may not

be an instrumental set for C
′
, but there is one for C ⊂ C

′
.

As a result, we may have to check all possible subsets of a
variable’s coefficients in order to determine whether a given
subset is identifiable using auxiliary instrumental sets. This
search can be simplified somewhat by noting that if E is a
connected edge set (defined below) with no instrumental set,
then there is no superset E

′
with an instrumental set.

Definition 6. (Chen et al., 2014) For an arbitrary variable,
V , let Pa1, Pa2, ..., Pak be the unique partition of Pa(V)
such that any two parents are placed in the same subset, Pai,
whenever they are connected by an unblocked path. A con-
nected edge set with head V is a set of directed edges from
Pai to V for some i ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}.

The ID algorithm, called qID utilizes FindQIS to iden-
tify as many coefficients as possible in a given model with
graph G. It iterates through each connected edge set and at-
tempts to identify it using FindQIS. If it is unable to identify
the connected edge set, it then attempts to identify subsets of
the connected edge set. After the algorithm has attempted to
identify each connected edge set, it again attempts to identify
each unidentified connected edge set, since each newly iden-
tified coefficient may enable the identification of previously
unidentifiable coefficients. This process is repeated until all
coefficients have been identified or no new coefficients have
been identified in the last iteration. The algorithm is polyno-
mial if the degree of each node in the graph is bounded.

Our algorithm identifies the model depicted in Figure 4b in
the following way. First, let us assume that the connected
edge sets are arbitrarily ordered, ({a}, {b, c, f}, {d}, {e}).
Now, the first edge to be identified would be a using w1 as
an IV. There is no auxiliary IV set for {b, c, f}, and we would
attempt to find one for its subsets. We find that {b} is identi-
fied using {x} as an IV set with conditioning set {w1}. Now,
{d} is identified using y∗ = y − bx, and e is identified using
t∗2. In the second iteration, we return to {b, c, f} and find that
it is now identified using the auxiliary IV set, {x,w1, t

∗
3}.



Algorithm 1 qID(G,Σ, IDEdges)

Initialize: EdgeSets← all connected edge sets in G
repeat

for all ES in EdgeSets such that
ES 6⊆ IDEdges do
y ← He(ES)
for all E ⊆ ES such that E 6⊆ IDEdges do

(Z,W )← FindQIS(G,ES, IDEdges)
if (Z,W ) 6=⊥ then

Identify ES using Z∗ as an auxiliary
instrumental set in G(IDEdges∩Inc(Z))+

IDEdges← IDEdges ∪ ES
end if

end for
end for

until All coefficients have been identified or no coefficients
have been identified in the last iteration

In contrast, Figure 4b is not identified using simple in-
strumental sets and auxiliary variables. We cannot identify
b without conditioning on w1, which means that the only co-
efficients identified using auxiliary simple instrumental sets is
a. Since Chen et al. (2016) showed that any coefficient iden-
tified using the generalized half-trek criterion (g-HTC) can
be identified using auxiliary variables and simple instrumen-
tal sets, we know that qID is able to identify coefficients and
models that the g-HT algorithm is not. Moreover, qID will
identify any coefficients that are identifiable using auxiliary
variables and simple instrumental sets, giving us the follow-
ing theorem.

Theorem 4. Given an arbitrary linear causal model, if a set
of coefficients is identifiable using the g-HT algorithm, then
it is identifiable using qID. Additionally, there are models
that are not identified using the g-HT algorithm, but identified
using qID.

5 Deriving Testable Implications using AVs
Theorem 1 also enables us to derive new vanishing partial
correlation constraints that can be used to test the model. For
example, in Figure 4a, α can be identified using z1 as an
instrument. Once α is identified, we can generate the AV
y∗ = y−αx = y− σ(y,z1)

σ(x,z1)
x, and Theorem 1 tells us that the

correlation of z2 and y∗ should vanish. As a result, we can
test the model specification by verifying that this constraint
holds in the data.

Theorem 1 also tells us that the correlation between z1 and
y∗ should also vanish. However, upon closer inspection, we
find that this implication does not actually constrain the co-
variance matrix:

σ(z1, y
∗) =σ(z1, y − αx)

=σ(z1, y)− σ(y, z1)

σ(x, z1)
σ(z1, x) = 0.

In other words, our “testable implication” that σ(z1, y
∗) =

0 is equivalent to stating σ(z1, y)−σ(z1, y) = 0–a tautology!

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) σ(z2, y
∗) = 0, where y∗ = y − σ(y,z1)

σ(x,z1)
, and,

equivalently, α is overidentified using z1 and z2 as IVs (b)
the model is identified using auxiliary instrumental sets, but
not the g-HT algorithm

In contrast,

σ(z2, y
∗) = σ(z2, y)− σ(z1, y)

σ(x, z1)
σ(z2, x) = 0

does provide a true testable implication.
Shpitser et al. (2009) noticed a similar phenomenon when

deriving dormant independences in non-parametric models,
and their explanation applies to conditional independence
constraints among AVs as well. The idea is the following:
When the model implies that two variables are conditionally
independent, it relies on the modeled assumption that there is
no edge between those variables. As a result, verifying that
the constraint holds in data represents a test that this assump-
tion is valid. However, unlike conditional independence con-
straints between model variables, conditional independence
constraints among AVs rely upon the absence of certain edges
in order to identify the coefficients necessary to generate the
AV. The key point is that this identification cannot rely on the
same lack of edge whose existence we are trying to test!

In the above example, we identified α using z1 as an IV.
σ(z2, y

∗) = 0 follows from the lack of edge between z2 and
y. However, even if this edge did exist, z∗ still equals z −
σ(y,z1)
σ(x,z1)

x. In contrast, σ(z1, y
∗) = 0 follows from the lack

of edge between z1 and y. The existence of this edge would
disallow z1 as an instrument and z∗ = z−αx 6= z− σ(y,z1)

σ(x,z1)
x.

Another way to derive the constraint σ(z2, y
∗) = 0 is via

overidentification. α can be identified using either z1 or z2
and equating the corresponding expressions yields the con-
straint σ(y,z1)

σ(x,z1)
= σ(y,z2)

σ(x,z2)
, which is clearly equivalent to the

previous constraint σ(z2, y
∗) = 0. In fact, we show (Theo-

rem 6) that whenever a variable z cannot be separated from
another variable y, but z∗ can be, the resulting AV conditional
independence, if it is non-vacuous, is equivalent to an overi-
dentifying constraint that can be derived using quasi-IVs. As
a result, all non-vacuous AV conditional independences are
captured by overidentifying constraints derived using quasi-
IVs!

First, we give a sufficient condition for when a set of edges
α is overidentified.
Theorem 5. LetZ be a quasi-IV set for structural coefficients
α = {α1, ..., αk} and E be a set of known edges. If there



exists a node s satisfying the conditions listed below, then α
is overidentified and we obtain the constraint .

(i) s /∈ Z
(ii) There exists an unblocked path between s and y includ-

ing an edge in α

(iii) There exists a conditioning set W that does not block
the path p, such that either:

(a) the elements of W are non-descendants of y, and
(s |= y|W )Gα∪Ey−, where Ey = E ∩ Inc(y))

(b) the elements of W are non-descendants of s and y,
and (s |= y|W )Gα∪Es∪Ey− whereEs = E∩Inc(s).

The above theorem can be used to derive an overidentifying
constraint for every variable that satisfies (i)-(iii) above. It
can also be applied when α is known a priori, yielding a z-
overidentifying constraint. In this case, Z = ∅ would be a
quasi-IV set that trivially identifies α.

The following theorem states that non-vacuous AV con-
ditional independence constraints are subsumed by quasi-IV
overidentifying and z-overidentifying constraints.

Theorem 6. Let z∗ = z − e1t1 − ... − ektk and suppose
there does not existW such that (z |= y|W )G. There existsW
such that W ∩De(z) = ∅ and (z∗ |= y|W ) is non-vacuous if
and only if y satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5 for E =
{e1, ..., ek}.

The above theorem also applies when y is an AV, called
y∗. In this case, we simply replace (z |= y|W )G with
(z |= y∗|W )GEy+ , whereEy ⊆ Inc(y) is a set of edges whose
coefficient values are known.

Algorithm 2 uses quasi-IV sets to output overidentifiy-
ing constraints in a graph given an optional set of identified
edges. It uses isEIV, which is a slightly modified version of
FindQIS that tests whether w fits the conditions of Theorem
6. Details of isEIV can be found in the Appendix.

Algorithm 2 Finds overidentifying constraints for G

function CONSTRAINTFINDER(G,Σ,IDEdges)
for all ES ∈ Edge Sets of G do

(Z,W )← FINDQIS(ES,G,IDEdges)
if (Z,W ) 6= ⊥ then

for all w ∈ V \ Z ∪ {He(ES)} do
if ISEIV(w,ES,G,IDEdges) then

Add constraint awA−1b = bw
end if

end for
end if

end for
end function

6 Discussion and Related Work
In this section, we discuss how (single-variable) auxiliary IVs
encompass a number of previous identification methods de-
veloped in economics (Hausman and Taylor, 1983), computer
science (Chan and Kuroki, 2010), and epidemiology (Shard-
ell, 2012).

Hausman and Taylor (1983) showed that if the equation for
a given variable, z = β1p1 + ... + βkpk + uz , is identified,
then the error term uz can be estimated and used as an instru-
ment for other coefficients. In this case, the auxiliary variable
z∗ = z − β1p1 − ...− βkpk is equal to the error term uz . As
a result, whenever the error term is estimable and can be used
as an IV, we can also generate an auxiliary instrument. How-
ever, there are times when only some of the coefficients in an
equation are identifiable, and as a result, the error term cannot
be used as an instrument, but we can nevertheless generate an
auxiliary instrument. As a result, auxiliary IVs strictly sub-
sume error term IVs.

Chan and Kuroki (2010) gave sufficient conditions for
when a descendant of x and a descendant of y could be used
in analogous manner to IVs to identify the effect of x on y.
In the context of AVs, this method is equivalent to generating
an auxiliary instrument from the descendant by subtracting
the total effect of x on the descendant or the total effect of
y on the descendant (depending on whether the variable is a
descendant of x or y). In this paper, we generated AVs by
subtracting out direct effects, but clearly the work can be ex-
tended to subtracting out total effects. The benefit of AVs
over these descendant IVs is that they can be generated from
a variety of variables, not just descendants of x and y. Addi-
tionally, descendants of x or y can generate AVs from other
total or direct effects, not just the effect of x or y on the de-
scendant.

The notion of “subtracting out a direct effect” in order to
turn a variable into an instrument was also noted by Shardell
(2012) when attemping to identify the total effect of x on y.
It was noticed that in certain cases, the violation of the in-
dependence restriction of a potential instrument z (i.e. z is
not independent of the error term of y) could be remedied by
identifying, using ordinary least squares regression, and then
subtracting out the necessary direct effects on y. AVs gen-
eralize and operationalize this notion so that it can be used
on arbitrary sets of known coefficient values and be utilized
in conjunction with existing graphical methods for identifica-
tion and enumeration of testable implications.

Additionally, as we have alluded to earlier, the highly alge-
braic, state-of-the-art g-HTC can also be understood in terms
of auxiliary instruments. Identification using the g-HTC is
equivalent to identification using auxiliary simple instrumen-
tal sets.

In summary, auxiliary instruments are not only the basis
for the most general identification algorithm yet devised, but
they also unify disparate identification methods under a sin-
gle framework. Moreover, AVs are directly applicable to the
tasks of z-identification and model testing. Finally, they can,
in principle, enhance any method for identification, model
testing, or other tasks that relies on graphical separation.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we graphically characterized conditional inde-
pendence among AVs, allowing us to demonstrate how they
can help generalized instrumental sets in the problem of iden-
tification. We provided an algorithm that identifies more
models than the g-HT algorithm, subsuming the state-of-the-



art for identification in linear models. Additionally, we in-
troduced quasi-IV sets, and constructed an algorithm that uti-
lizes them to attack the problem of z-identification. Finally,
we proved that AV conditional independences are subsumed
by overidentifying constraints and gave an algorithm for de-
riving overidentifying constraints.
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A Proof That AVs Work
Theorem 1. Given a linear SEM with graph G, where
E ⊆ Inc(z) is a set of edges whose coefficient values are
known, if W ∪ {y} does not contain descendants of z, then
(z∗ |= y|W )GE+ if and only if (z |= y|W )GE− . Furthermore,
σG

E+

z∗y·W = σ
GE−
zy·W .

A.1 Notation
The statement (z |= y|W )GE− is equivalent to saying:
ρzy.W = 0 in the graph with incoming known edges removed.
Similarly, (z∗ |= y|W )GE+ is saying that ρz∗y.W = 0 in the
graph with added auxiliary variable.

Let Σ be the covariance matrix containing covariances be-
tween z,y, and all elements of W .

Let Σ∗ be the equivalent matrix with z replaced by z∗.
Finally, we will use the notation ΣzW,yW to represent the

matrix with only the rows corresponding to z and elements
of W , and columns of y and elements of W . That is, the
mentioned matrix has the y row removed, and the z column
removed.

We will use the determinant formula for partial covariance.

σzy.W =
det ΣzW,yW
det ΣWW

By the Gessel-Viennot-Lindstrom lemma as applied to
mixed graphs (see t-separation paper), we know that
det ΣWW 6= 0, since there exist paths of length 0 from each
w ∈W to itself that don’t intersect.

Similarly, we have

σz∗y.W =
det Σ∗z∗W,yW

det Σ∗WW

Notice that Σ∗WW is just the covariance matrix of the
weights in the unmodified graph, meaning in the graph where
we neither added the auxiliary variable nor deleted edges.
This is because none of the paths of the covariances go
through the auxiliary variable, as it is a collider (remember
that the covariance matrix contains only unconditioned co-
variances). Same as above, we conclude that this determinant
is non-zero.

Therefore, the theorem’s statement is effectively saying:

det ΣzW,yW = 0 iff det Σ∗z∗W,yW = 0

except when there are descendants of z in W .
For clarity, the following notation will be used in the rest

of this document:

• δab represents all the directed paths from a to b

• γab = σab − δab in a normalized model, meaning that γ
contains all up-paths, or all paths that start from an edge
incoming to a, including paths starting with bidirected
edges.

We will also be using γ(e)zy as all back paths from z to y
taking the AV edges e, and all back paths that do not take the
AV edges as γ(−e)zy . Unless explicitly specified, these paths
are assumed to be in graph GE+.

A.2 Proof
Compare ΣzW,yW to Σ∗z∗W,yW in the case that W are non-
descendants of Z:

ΣzW,yW =


σzy σzw1

. . . σzwn
σw1y

... ΣW,W
σwny



Σ∗z∗W,yW =


σ∗z∗y σ∗z∗w1

. . . σ∗z∗wn
σ∗w1y

... Σ∗W,W
σ∗wny



=


σ∗zy −

∑
i eiσ

∗
piy σ∗zw1

−
∑
i eiσ

∗
piw1

. . .
σ∗w1y

... Σ∗W,W
σ∗wny


This was inserting the definition of auxiliary variable. We

now use simple reasoning about paths from wright’s rules to
conclude:

1. Since W are non-descendants of z, Σ∗W,W = ΣW,W ,
since no paths going through z can go back to ancestors
without crossing colliders.

2. Similarly, paths in σ∗wiy do not cross any removed edges,
and so is same for both graphs.

3. If W are non-descendants of z, we have

σ∗zwi −
∑
i

eiσ
∗
piwi = σzwi

This can be seen by realizing that σzy is the graph with
the edges ei deleted. Since there are no paths passing
through ei from the bottom (ie, σpiwi does not have any
paths through ei), looking at wright’s rules, we see that
we are simply removing all the paths through the deleted
edges from z, meaning that no paths containing ei re-
main.



4. When y is a non-descendant of z, we have the same re-
sult.

σ∗zy −
∑
i

eiσ
∗
piy = σzy

This is sufficient to prove the theorem as stated, since given
the theorem’s conditions, the two matrices are equal, meaning
that σGE−zy.W = σG

E+

z∗y.W .

What if y is a descendant of z?

The above theorem shows independencies behave as in the
graph GE− when y is not a descendant of z. However, we
use the AV Z∗ as an instrumental variable, which has y as its
descendant. We therefore need to prove that the AV can be
used as an instrumental variable even when y is a descendant
of z.

There are two differences from the above in this situation:

1. σ∗wiy = σwiy + γ
(e)
zwiδzy , since now the paths from W to

y can cross removed edges,

2. We also need to find the relationship between

σ∗zy −
∑
i

eiσ
∗
piy and σzy

In the theorem’s statement, the variance of z in GE− was
not specified. There are two possibilities. The first is having
it be 1, and the other is having z in GE− retain the variance
of z∗. Having the variance of z be 1 causes some non-trivial
changes in the graph, which require extra knowledge of the
values of directed paths to compute, so we specify that z in
GE− has the variance of z∗ exactly.

This means that to compare the two values in (2), we will
need to expand both of them:

Expansion of σzy
Whatever σ2

z is, we can decompose σzy (ie: σGE−zy ) using
wright’s rules for unnormalized models:

σzy = σ2
zδzy + γ(−e)zy (1)

First, notice that δzy is the same in GE+ as in GE−, since
we did not remove any edges from descendants of z. The
back-paths are unaffected by the modified variance, but only
the back-paths not taking edges ei are included (denoted as
−e in γ(−e)zy ), since we are in the graph without these edges
present.

Now, we want to compute σ2
z . Since the graph was as-

sumed to be normalized, we have IE[xixi] = 1∀xi except for
z and its descendants. To get the variance of z, we compute
the variance of z∗ in GE+ (denoted with ∗). This gives the

variance of z in the graph with the edges removed:

σ∗2z∗ = IE∗[z∗z∗] = IE∗[(z −
∑
i

eipi)(z −
∑
i

eipi)]

= IE∗[zz]− 2
∑
i

eiIE
∗[zpi] +

∑
i

∑
j

eiejIE
∗[pipj ]

= 1− 2
∑
i

eiσ
∗
zpi +

∑
i

∑
j

eiejσ
∗
pipj

= 1− 2
∑
i

ei

σzpi +
∑
j

ejσpipj

+
∑
i

∑
j

eiejσ
∗
pipj

= 1− 2
∑
i

eiσzpi −
∑
i

∑
j

eiejσpipj

In the above, σ∗zpi is just σzpi (from the graph with e re-
moved), plus all the paths that would have gone through e.
The last step is because σ∗pipj = σpipj , since paths between
parents don’t take any removed edges. Remember that σ is in
GE− and σ∗ is in GE+

Substituting this as σ2
z in the decomposition of σzy (eq 1),

we get:

σzy = δzy

1− 2
∑
i

eiσzpi −
∑
i

∑
j

eiejσpipj

+ γ(−e)zy

(2)

Expansion of σ∗zy −
∑
i eiσ

∗
piy

First look at σ∗zy (σzy in GE+). Remember that γ(e)zy is all
back paths from z to y taking the AV edges e, and all back
paths that do not take the AV edges as γ−ezy :

σ∗zy = δzy + γ(e)zy + γ(−e)zy (3)

Now, we take a closer look at the
∑
i eiσ

∗
piy from the AV.

Decompose σ∗piy as all the paths from pi through edge ej ,
paths between z and pi with edges e removed, and finally
paths not going into z at all:

σ∗piy = δzy
∑
j

ejσ
∗
pipj + δzyσzpi +

γ
(ei)
zy

ei

...which makes:∑
i

eiσ
∗
piy = δzy

∑
i

∑
j

eiejσ
∗
pipj + δzy

∑
i

eiσzpi + γ(e)zy

giving us a result:

σ∗zy −
∑
i

eiσ
∗
piy = δzy

1−
∑
i

eiσzpi −
∑
i

∑
j

eiejσpipj

+ γ(−e)zy

(4)

Final Result



The two expansions in eq 2 and 4 can be put together, giv-
ing a single relation between them:

σ∗zy −
∑
i

eiσ
∗
piy = σzy + δzy

∑
i

eiσzpi

Plugging this into the two matrices:

det ΣzW,yW = det


σzy σzw1

. . . σzwn
σw1y

... ΣW,W
σwny



det Σ∗z∗W,yW = det


σ∗zy −

∑
i eiσ

∗
piy σzw1

σzwn
σ∗w1y

... ΣW,W
σ∗wny



= det


σzy + δzy

∑
i eiσzpi σzw1

σzwn
σw1y + γ

(e)
zw1δzy

... ΣW,W
σwny + γ

(e)
zwnδzy



= det ΣzW,yW+δzy det


∑
i eiσzpi σzw1

. . . σzwn
γ
(e)
zw1

... ΣW,W
γ
(e)
zwn


(5)

If δzy = 0, we have the result for y nondescendant of z.

AVs for IVs
This last subsection is to ensure that IVs still work in this

new situation.
We have an IV, as defined by z as the instrument, and x→

y as the goal. By the requirements of IVs, we have:

det ΣzW,yW = det


σzy σzw1

. . . σzwn
σw1y

... ΣW,W
σwny



= det


σ2
zδzxλ+ γzxλ+ γ

(−λ)
zy σzw1 σzwn

σw1xλ+ σ
(−λ)
w1y

... ΣW,W
σwnxλ+ σ

(−λ)
wny



= λ det ΣzW,xW + det


γ
(−λ)
zy σzw1

σzwn
σ
(−λ)
w1y

... ΣW,W
σ
(−λ)
wny


Now, we will heavily exploit the fact that none of the rel-

evant variables are descendants of y to claim that the above
determinant is 0 in the case of IVs (That is, we assume that

(z |= y|W ) in GE− with the “goal” edge λ also removed. To
do so, we look at the graph with λ removed. In that case, we
have a guarantee that δ(−λ)zy = 0, so γ(−λ)zy = σ

(−λ)
zy . But this

is the matrix for σ(−λ)
zy.W , which we know is 0 by requirement,

so:

det ΣzW,yW = λ det ΣzW,xW (6)

since that is a requirement of the AV (when δzy = 0,
(z |= y|W )). We therefore have, for our IV:

σ∗z∗y.W
σ∗z∗x.W

=

det ΣzW,yW + δzy det


∑
i eiσzpi σzw1

. . . σzwn
γ
(e)
zw1

... ΣW,W
γ
(e)
zwn



det ΣzW,xW + δzx det


∑
i eiσzpi σzw1

. . . σzwn
γ
(e)
zw1

... ΣW,W
γ
(e)
zwn


=
λ (det ΣzW,xW + δzx det[· · · ])

det ΣzW,xW + δzx det[· · · ]
= λ

As a side note, the above proof is also valid if x = z, so we
can use x as the AV itself.

B Additional Proofs
B.1 Conditional Edge Lemmas
First we give 3 lemmas which are used extensively in the
coming proofs. They are referred to as the Conditional Edge
Lemmas, or CEL.

For convenience, we will use a shorthand notation of
σGxy.W = σ(x, y|W ) in the graph G.10

Conditional Edge Lemma 1. Given variables x, y, a con-
ditioning set W , and defining pi = Pa(x)i, then σxy.W =∑
i αiσpiy.W + σuxy.W , where αi as the structural parame-

ter for the edge between pi and x, and ux is the error term of
x.

Proof. Let {w1, ..., wn} = W . By definition of conditional
covariance,

σxy·W = IE[ηx·W ηy·W ]

where ηx·W is the residual:

ηx·W = x−
∑
i

βiwi

with the βi as regression coefficients. Note that by defini-
tion of the residual IE[wiηy·W ] = 0, i.e. the covariance of a
residual with any of its subtracted variables is 0.

10Different graphs can have different covariances of the same
variables. Since each graph is defined by SEMs, the effect of adding
or removing variables to equations (edges) is well-defined in terms
of the covariances.



σxy·W = IE[ηx·W ηy·W ] = IE

[
(x−

∑
i

βiwi)ηy·W

]
= IE [xηy·W ]

Expanding the definition of x:

IE [xηy·W ] = IE

[(∑
i

αipi + ux

)
ηy·W

]
=
∑
i

αiIE [piηy·W ] + IE [uxηy·W ]

We now subtract the regression coefficients for each vari-
able, since we are subtracting 0 in the expectation (covariance
of a residual with its subtracted variables is 0), turning the pi
back into residuals.∑

i

αiIE [piηy·W ] + IE [uxηy·W ]

=
∑
i

αiIE [ηpi·W ηy·W ] + IE [ηux·W ηy·W ]

=
∑
i

αiσpiy.W + σuxy.W

Conditional Edge Lemma 2. Given a conditional covari-
ance σxy.W in graph G, labeled as σGxy.W , and a set of di-
rected edges E, where GE− is the graph G with edges E
removed, if (W ∪ {x, y}) ∩ Desc(Head(E)) = ∅, then
σGxy.W = σ

GE−
xy.W .

Proof. As done in CEL 1, we directly use the definition of
conditional covariance in terms of regression:

σxy·W = IE[ηx·W ηy·W ] where ηx·W = x−
∑
i

βiwi

β is computed by minimizing the squared residual:

IE[ηx·W ηx·W ] = IE

[
(x−

∑
i

βiwi)
2

]

= IE[x2]−
∑
i

βi

2IE[xwi]−
∑
j

βjIE[wiwj ]


This equation holds in all graphs. We will show that the ex-

pectation terms of the equation, and hence the resulting values
of β after performing regression are the same inG as they are
in GE−.

Since (W ∪{x, y})∩Desc(Head(E)) = ∅, we know that
x and wi are both non-descendants of the removed edges in
GE−, so the IE[xx], and all IE[xwi] and IE[wiwj ] terms can
be directly expanded in terms of their ancestors, which are
the same for both G and GE−, and have the same underlying

error distribution and covariances11. This means that these
terms must be equal in G and GE−.

Another way to reason about this is to use Wright’s rules
of path analysis. The terms IE[xwi] can be written in terms of
paths between x and wi. For a path to cross a removed edge,
it would need to cross a collider in order to leave the descen-
dants of the edge, and get to the goal node. This means that
the valid paths are the same for both graphs, giving the equa-
tions used to solve for β identical expectation coefficients.

We can now expand out the value of σxy·W the same way
in both graphs:

σxy·W = IE[ηx·W ηy·W ] = IE[ηx·W y]

= IE

[
(x−

∑
i

βiwi)y

]
= IE[xy]−

∑
i

βiIE[wiy]

We have showed that β are the same in both graphs, and
we use the same reasoning to conclude that IE[wiy] and IE[xy]
must be equal in G and GE−. Therefore, since all terms in
the equation are the same in both graphs, σGxy·W = σ

GE−
xy·W .

Conditional Edge Lemma 3. Given a conditional error co-
variance σGuxy.W , and a set of directed edges E, if (W ∪
{y}) ∩Desc(Head(E)) = ∅, then σGuxy.W = σ

GE−
uxy.W

.

The main difference between this and CEL 2, is that we
operate on ux (the error term of x), which allows x to be a
descendant of Head(E).

Proof. We proceed in the same fashion as in CEL 2. By the
definition of conditional error covariance:

σuxy.W = IE [ηux·W ηy·W ] = IE [uxηy·W ]

= IE

[
ux

(
y −

∑
i

βiwi

)]
= IE[uxy]−

∑
i

βiIE[uxwi]

Using the reasoning from CEL 2, we know that βi are the
same for G and GE−. Once again, expanding y and wi to
their ancestors, which have no edges removed, we get the
same distributions for both graphs, meaning that the expec-
tations are also equal.

This can also be seen intuitively in terms of Wright’s rules
when x is not an ancestor of y. In that case, IE[uxy] represents
all paths from x to y starting with a bidirected edge (half-
treks). If such a path were to be different in the two graphs, it
would need to cross a deleted edge. But to do that, it would
have to cross a collider. If x is an ancestor of y, then we will
additionally have an IE[uxux] term in our expansion, which is
the same for both graphs.

B.2 Auxiliary and Quasi-Instrumental Sets
Supplemental Definition 1. Given a linear SEM with graph
G, a set EZ of known coefficients, and a set of structural
coefficients α = {α1, α2, ..., αk}, the set Z = {z1, ..., zk}
generates an auxiliary instrumental set if there exist triples
(z1,W1, p1), ..., (zj ,Wj , pk) such that:

11we are working in DAGs - non-recurrent models



1. For i = 1, ..., k, either:

(a) the elements of Wi are non-descendants of y, and
(zi |= y|Wi)GE where GE is the graph obtained by
deleting the edges E from G.

(b) the elements ofWi are non-descendants of zi and y,
and (zi |= y|Wi)GE∪Ezi

whereGE∪Ezi is the graph
obtained by deleting the edges E, EZ ∩ (Inc(zi))
from G.

2. for i = 1, ..., k, pi is an unblocked path between zi and
xi, not blocked by Wi, where xi = He(αi),

3. the set of paths {p1, ..., pk} has no sided intersection

Supplemental Theorem 1. If there exists an auxiliary instru-
mental set for structural coefficients {α1, α2, ..., αk}, then
the coefficients are identifiable.

Proof. Here, we will do the same exact proof as for standard
AV, using τz to represent the extra determinant with respect
to z.

σ∗z∗y.W = σzy.W + δzyτz

=
∑
i

λiσzxi.W + τz
∑
i

λiδzxi

=
∑
i

λiσ
∗
z∗xi.W

The above equation shows that the system of linear equa-
tions used for instrumental sets is also valid for AVs. To show
that this system can be solved, we modify Brito and Pearl
(2002a)’s proof of instrumental sets. The modifications span
multiple lemmas, therefore the full proof is given as appendix
D of this document (below).

Theorem 3. If Z∗ is a quasi-instrumental set for E, then the
coefficients E are identifiable.

Proof. Suppose we have a quasi-instrumental set for E =
{e1, ..., ek} with Z∗ = {z1, ..., zk} (zi is referring to the aux-
iliary variable itself rather than its generator). We know that
this set is solvable in the graph GEy , where the graph is ob-
tained by deleting the edges T = EZ ∩ Inc(y) from G, since
it is an auxiliary instrumental set for the graph.

Let the parameters connecting t ∈ T to y be γ. Let T ′
be all incident edges to y that are not in T or E. That is,
T ′ = Inc(y) \ (E ∪ T ) (and let the associated structural
parameters be γ′). Finally, let X be Tail(E).

We will show that there exists a solution by explicitly con-
structing the linear equations to be solved for the parameters.
For each zi, we generate an equation:

σziy∗.Wi = σziy.Wi −
∑
j

γjσzitj .Wi

=
∑
j

ejσzixj .Wi
+
∑
j

γ′jσzit′j .Wi
+ σziuy.Wi

We will use the Conditional Edge Lemmas to move the last
two terms into the graph GE−∪Ey , where these terms are

equal to σ
GE−∪Ey
yzi.Wi

. We notice that the second term in the
resulting equation must be 0, since by definition of quasi-IV
(z |= y|W )GE−∪Ey

σziy∗.Wi =
∑
j

ejσzixj .Wi +
∑
j

γ′jσzit′j .Wi
+ σziuy.Wi

=
∑
j

ejσzixj .Wi
+ σ

GE−∪Ey
yzi.Wi

=
∑
j

ejσzixj .Wi

We now have a system of linear equations, one for each zi,
in terms of the ei. The system is in the form Ae = b. The A
matrix is full rank, because by the Conditional Edge Lemmas,
all terms in the matrix are the same as their counterparts in
GE−∪Ey . We know that if we find a quasi-instrumental set,
then there exists at least one quasi-instrumental set Z∗ which
makes this matrix full rank. We proved the existence of such
a set in supplementary theorem 1. That is, we showed that if
one auxiliary set exists, we can always construct another for
E, for which the above matrix is full rank, and thus invertible.
For details, see proof of Supplemental Theorem 1.

Corollary 1. Given a linear SEM with graphG, z∗ is a quasi-
IV for α given W if W does not contain any descendants of
z, and z is an IV for α given W in GEz∪Ey−, where Ez ⊆
Inc(z) and Ey ⊆ Inc(y) are sets of edges whose coefficient
values are known.

Proof. Let IV-(i), IV-(ii), and IV-(iii) denote conditions (i)-
(iii) of Lemma 1 in Pearl (2011) and let α be the coefficient
of edge (x, y). We need to show that IV-(i), IV-(ii), and IV-
(iii) hold in GE+. Since z is an IV for α given W in GE , it
must be the case that z∗ satisfies IV-(i) and IV-(iii) in GE+.
Now, it remains to be shown that (z∗ |= y|W )GE+

α
. Theorem

1 tells us that if (z |= y|W )GE∪{α} and W ∪{y} does not con-
tain descendants of z in GE∪{α}, then (z∗ |= y|W )GE+

α
. By

assumption, W does not contain any descendants of z. y also
cannot be a descendant of z in GE∪{α}. If y were a descen-
dant of z, then it would not be possible to block the path from
z to y using W , which does not contain any descendants of
z.

Theorem 4. Given an arbitrary linear causal model, if a set
of coefficients is identifiable using the g-HT algorithm, then
it is identifiable using qID. Additionally, there are models
that are not identified using the g-HT algorithm, but identified
using qID.

Proof. Proved in the paragraph preceding theorem statement
in paper

Theorem 5. LetZ be a quasi-IV set for structural coefficients
α = {α1, ..., αk} and E be a set of known edges. If there
exists a node s satisfying the conditions listed below, then α
is overidentified.

1. s /∈ Z



2. There exists an unblocked path between s and y includ-
ing an edge in α

3. There exists a conditioning setW that does not block the
path p, such that either:

(a) the elements of W are non-descendants of y, and
(s |= y|W )Gα∪Ey−, where Ey = E ∩ Inc(y))

(b) the elements of W are non-descendants of s and y,
and (s |= y|W )Gα∪Es∪Ey− whereEs = E∩Inc(s).

Proof. In the proof of theorem 3, we generated a full-rank set
of linear equations, where each equation had the form:

σziy∗.Wi
=
∑
j

ejσzixj .Wi

We can generate a set of linear equations of the form Ae = b,
using the above.

Similarly, we can use the parameter s to generate another
single equation in the given form: ase = bs. Now, if ZE is
a full auxiliary set, then A is invertible, so we get e = A−1b,
giving us the overidentifying constraint asA−1b = bs.

Theorem 6. Let z∗ = z − e1t1 − ... − ektk and suppose
there does not existW such that (z |= y|W )G. There existsW
such that W ∩De(z) = ∅ and (z∗ |= y|W ) is non-vacuous if
and only if y satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5 for E =
{e1, ..., ek}.

Proof. ( =⇒ ) First, we show that y satisfies (ii) and (iii) of
Theorem 5. Since z 6 |= y|W but z∗ |= y|W there must exist
a path from y to z that goes through E and (ii) is satisfied.
Next, (z∗ |= y|W ) implies that (z |= y|W )GE− so (iii) is sat-
isfied.

Next, we show that there exists T = {t1, ..., tk}, y /∈ T ,
such that T is an quasi-IV set for E so that (i) is satisfied.
Since (z∗ |= y|W ) is not vacuous, E is identified in G

′
, the

graph where a directed edge from y to z, called eyz , is added.
As a result, there exists T such that y /∈ T and T ∪ {y} is a
quasi-IV set for E ∪{eyz}. It follows that T is a quasi-IV set
for E.

( ⇐= ) Let T be the quasi-IV set for E that does
not include y. (iii) implies that there exists W such
that (y |= z|W )GE−, and, since E is identifiable using T ,
(z∗ |= y|W ). Finally, this independence cannot be vacuous
since T ∪ {y} is a quasi-IV set for E ∪ {eyz} in G

′
.

B.3 Identification and z-Identification Algorithm
Two algorithms are given for finding Quasi-Instrumental
Sets. The first version does not consider IVs that are con-
ditioned on descendants of z, whereas the second version
is more computationally expensive (still polynomial if k is
bounded), but is able to find any quasi-instrumental set if such
exists.

In FindQIS, we make extensive use of TestQIS,
which is a modification of TestGeneralIV s(G,X, Y, Z)
from van der Zander and Liskiewicz (2016). Our version
has 2 extra arguments, and replaces the first 4 lines of
TestGeneralIV s such that we can search for both auxiliary

instruments (Aux = 1) and standard instrumental variables
(Aux = 0).

Algorithm 3 Modified version of TestGeneralIV s from
van der Zander and Liskiewicz (2016) for use with
findAuxIS

function TESTQIS(G,X,Y,Z,IDEdges,Aux)
for i in 1, ..., |Z| do

if Auxi == 1 then
Wi ← a nearest separator for (Y,Zi)

in GE∪Ezi∪Ey , where Ezi
is IDEdges ∩ Inc(zi)

if Wi = ⊥ ∨ (Wi ∩ De(Y )) 6= ∅ ∨ (Wi ∩
De(zi)) 6= ∅ then

return ⊥
end if

else
Wi ← a nearest separator for (Y,Zi) inGE∪Ey
if Wi = ⊥ ∨ (Wi ∩De(Y )) 6= ∅ then

return ⊥
end if

end if
end for
continue algorithm TestGeneralIV s starting
from second for loop.
Instead of returning False, return ⊥,
and instead of returning True, return W .

end function

Algorithm 4 Finds a quasi-instrumental set (without condi-
tioning on descendants in IVs)

function FINDQISBASIC(E,G,IDEdges)
for all Z ⊂ V \ {y} of size |E| do

W ←TESTQIS(G,Ta(E),Head(E),Z,1)
if W 6= ⊥ then

return (Z,W )
end if

end for
return ⊥

end function

Algorithm 5 Finds a quasi-instrumental set for E in G, given
a set IDEdges of identified edges.

function FINDQIS(E,G,IDEdges)
for all Z ⊂ V \ {y} of size |E| do

for all Aux ∈ {0, 1}|E| do
W ←TESTQIS(G,Ta(E),Head(E),Z,Aux)
if W 6= ⊥ then

return (Z,W )
end if

end for
end for
return ⊥

end function



Algorithm 6 Tests whether w fits the conditions of theorem
6

function ISEIV(w,E,G,IDEdges)
Let G′ be the graph G modified such that E are
removed, and each node in Tail(E) has an edge
added to a newly created node n, which has an
edge to Head(E)
for all Aux ∈ {0, 1} do

W ←TESTQIS(G′,{n},Head(E),{w},Aux)
if W 6= ⊥ then

return (Z,W )
end if

end for
return ⊥

end function

The function IsEIV , is a slight modification of FindQIS
that makes the subset a full auxiliary set in a graph modified
so that the full set of E has directed edges to a single node,
instead of y, so that this node can be a new set E′ of size 1.

C AVs can be used as IVs

D Proof of Supplemental Theorem 1
We build upon the proof given in Brito and Pearl (2002a) to
show that auxiliary instrumental sets are identifiable.

D.1 Generalized Instrumental Sets
We will use the definition of generalized instrumental set di-
rectly from Brito and Pearl (2002a)’s paper.

Definition 7. The set Z is said to be an instrumen-
tal set relative to X and Y if we can find triples
(Z1,W1, p1), ..., (Zn,Wn, pn) such that for i = 1, ..., n

1. Zi and the elements of Wi are non-descendants of Y ;
and pi is an unblocked path between Zi and Y including
edge Xi → Y

2. Let Ḡ be the causal graph obtained from G be deleting
edges X1 → Y , Xn → Y . Then Wi d-separates Zi
from Y in Ḡ, but Wi does not block path pi

3. For 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, Zj does not appear in path pi, and,
if paths pi and pj have a common variable V , then both
pi[V ∼ Y ] and pj [Zj ∼ V ] point to V .

The third property is written here in the same way it is
written in Brito and Pearl (2002a). We used pi and pj do
not have any sided intersection instead. The two methods for
writing the property are equivalent, meaning that there exists
a set satisfying the Brito and Pearl (2002a) definition iff there
exists a set satisfying our definition (note that the two sets
might be different). This is proved in Appendix E of this
document.

D.2 Auxiliary Instrumental Sets
We perform an equivalent translation to the definition of Aux-
iliary Instrumental Set:

Definition 8. Given a linear SEM with graph G, a set
EZ of known coefficients, and a set of structural coeffi-
cients α = {α1, α2, ..., αk}, the set Z = {z1, ..., zk} gen-
erates an auxiliary instrumental set if there exist triples
(z1,W1, p1), ..., (zj ,Wj , pk) such that:

1. For i = 1, ..., k, either:

(a) the elements of Wi are non-descendants of y, and
(zi |= y|Wi)GE where GE is the graph obtained by
deleting the edges E from G.

(b) the elements ofWi are non-descendants of zi and y,
and (zi |= y|Wi)GE∪Ezi

whereGE∪Ezi is the graph
obtained by deleting the edges E, EZ ∩ (Inc(zi))
from G.

2. for i = 1, ..., k, pi is an unblocked path between zi and
y, not blocked by Wi, including the edge (xi, y)

3. For 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, Zj , Z ′j does not appear in path pi,
and, if paths pi and pj have a common variable V , then
both pi[V ∼ Y ] and pj [Zj ∼ V ] point to V .

D.3 Auxiliary Sets generate Generalized
Instrumental Sets

Lemma 1. If there exists an auxiliary instrumental set for
structural coefficients {α1, α2, ..., αk}, then there exists a
generalized instrumental set for the coefficients in GE+.

Proof. We will denote conditions 1 through 3 of Supplemen-
tal Definition 8 as AIV 1-3, respectively. We will denote the
conditions of Definition 7 as GIV 1-3. This proof will pro-
ceed by showing that we can generate a generalized instru-
mental set in GE+ using the auxiliary set.

We have defined GE+ as the graph where all possible aux-
iliary variables have been added. For each zi in Z:

1. if zi satisfies AIV 1a, then (zi |= y|W )GE+ , because the
added node z∗i is a collider for any possible paths going
through it. If zi satisfies AIV 1b, then (z∗i |= y|W )GE+

using Theorem 1. Therefore, GIV 1 is satisfied.

2. If AIV 2 is satisfied, then GIV 2 follows directly if AIV
1a is satisfied. If AIV 1b is satisfied, we can extend the
path from AIV 2 with the edge z∗i ← zi. Since z∗i is
unblocked, this new path will satisfy GIV 2.

3. If AIV 3 is satisfied, then the paths (pi) constructed in
the previous part will not have sided intersection We
might have added the edge z∗i ← zi which makes zi
in Left(pi), but the original zi was in Left(pi) already
by the definition of Left. Furthermore, z∗i is a collider,
so it could not be part of any other variable’s path. This
means GIV 3 is satisfied.

Since all of the conditions necessary for definition 7 are
satisfied, we have constructed a generalized instrumental set
for GE+.



D.4 Identifiability of Generalized IVs does NOT
imply ID of Aux IVs

In generalized IVs, it is assumed that all edges in the graph
have independent structural parameters. When using auxil-
iary variables, the edges incoming to the auxiliary variable
are repeating the structural parameters found elsewhere in the
graph. This invalidates the assumption of independence im-
plicit in Definition 7.

Furthermore, it turns out that in proving the identifiability
of coefficients from a generalized instrumental set, Brito and
Pearl (2002a) generated another instrumental set, with a spe-
cial property. They argued that this new set still satisfied the
conditions of Definition 7. With auxiliary variables, it is not
clear that it is possible to modify the auxiliary set, since the
independence properties of the variables are different, since
Z∗ has coefficients cancel only after subtracting the auxiliary
paths.

We will show that Brito and Pearl (2002a)’s proof can be
modified to show identifiability in auxiliary instrumental sets.

Preliminaries
First, we will quickly review the relevant portions of the proof
of generalized IVs.
Lemma 2. (Partial Correlation Lemma, Brito and Pearl
(2002a)) The partial correlation ρ12.3...n can be expressed
as the ratio:

ρ12.3...n =
φ(1, 2, ..., n)

ψ(1, 3, ..., n)ψ(2, 3, ..., n)
where φ and ψ are functions satisfying the following con-

ditions:
1. φ(1, 2, ..., n) = φ(2, 1, ..., n)

2. φ(1, 2, ..., n) is linear on correlations ρ12, ρ32, ...ρn2
with no constant term

3. The coefficients of ρ12, ρ32, ...ρn2 in φ(1, 2, ..., n) are
polynomials on the correlations among Z, Wi, .... Fur-
thermore, the coefficient of ρ12 has its constant term
= 1, and the coefficients of ρ32, ..., ρn2 are linear on
the correlations ρ13, ρ14, ..., ρ1n with no constant term

4. (ψ(i1, ..., in−1))2 is a polynomial on the correlations
among variables Yi1 , ..., Yin−1 with constant term = 1.

With this lemma in hand, we will outline how Brito and
Pearl (2002a) showed that IVs are identifiable by restating
the lemmas, and giving 2 sentence descriptions of how they
were proved.
Lemma 3. (Lemma 2, Brito and Pearl (2002a)) WLOG, we
may assume that for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, paths pi and pj do not
have any common variable other than (possibly) Zi.

Proof. (Outline) Suppose not. That is, suppose that paths pi
and pj have a variable in common other than Zi. Call this
variable V . We can now generate a new instrumental set us-
ing V instead of Zi. That is, if there exists a common vari-
able, we can generate a new instrumental set, where this vari-
able is Zi. This new instrumental set conforms to the defini-
tion 7. This is proved by showing that since Zi is independent
of Y given Wi, V must also be independent, since there is a
directed, unblocked, path from V to Zi.

Lemma 4. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there exists no unblocked path
between Zi and Y , different from pi, which includes edge
Xi → Y , and is composed only of edges from p1, ..., pi.

Proof. (Outline) By contradiction - suppose such a path ex-
ists, then since it is different from pi, it must contain edges
from p1, ..., pi−1. But all such paths that intersect with p1
will do so at a collider.

Lemma 5. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there exists no unblocked
path between Zi and some Wi, composed only of edges from
p1, ..., pi.

Lemma 6. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there exists no unblocked path
between Zi and Y , including edge Xj → Y , with j < i,
composed only of edges from p1, ..., pi.

These two lemmas use the same proof method as lemma 4,
and the proofs are omitted. Using these 3 lemmas, Brito and
Pearl (2002a) proved that the determinant of the linear sys-
tem is a non-trivial polynomial, whose zeros have lebesgue
measure zero.

Proof Modification for Auxiliary Variables
The above lemmas are the only thing which needs to be mod-
ified to work with Auxiliary Variables. Lemma 3 needs to be
modified to take into account the fact that Auxiliary Variables
have different independence properties, whereas lemma 4 and
its siblings need to take into account that edges are repeated
in our graph.

Lemma 7. WLOG, we may assume that for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,
paths pi and pj do not have any common variable other than
(possibly) Zi or Z ′i (parent of Zi if it is an auxiliary variable).

Proof. Assume that paths pi and pj have some variables in
common, different fromZi (which might be an auxiliary vari-
able). Let V be the closest variable toXi in path pi which also
belongs to path pj . We show that after replacing (Zi,Wi, pi)
with (V,Wi, pi[V ∼ Y ]), definition 8 still holds.

From (3), changed to be in the format of GIVs, the subpath
pi[V ∼ Y ] must point to V . Since pi is unblocked, subpath
pi[Zi ∼ V ] must be a directed path from V to Zi. Further-
more, if Zi is an auxiliary variable, pi did not cross any of the
subtracted edges, since the path was found in a graph with
these edges removed.

At this point, if the variable Zi is not an auxiliary variable,
the 3 conditions hold:

1. (a) is satisfied, since pi[Zi ∼ V ] is a directed path
from V to Zi, so if V is descendant of y then Zi is
a descendant of y. Similarly, if (v 6 |= y|Wi)GE , then
(zi 6 |= y|Wi)GE , because if Wi does not d-separate V
from y, then since Wi are not blocking pi, we can gen-
erate a path from Zi to y through V .

2. Since the path from V to Y is a subpath of the path Zi ∼
Y , the path is unblocked.

3. The path from Zi to y must have V ∈ Left, since
pi[Zi ∼ V ] is a directed path. Therefore, the new path
has no sided intersection with any of the other paths in
the set.



If Zi is an auxiliary variable, we will call its parent Z ′i.
Conditions 2 and 3 follow using the same proof as given for
non-AVs above. The first condition, however, requires more
care. The case of V = Z ′i is permitted by assumption.

Suppose V 6= Z ′i. That means that the path pi[Zi ∼ V ]
goes through one of Z ′i’s incoming edges (and does not go
through the auxiliary edges). This path exists in the graph
GE−. If V is descendant of y then Zi is a descendant of
y, since the directed path pi does not get cut in GE−. Sim-
ilarly, suppose (v 6 |= y|Wi)GE , then using the Conditional
Edge Lemma 2, (v 6 |= y|Wi)GE− . Since there is a directed,
unblocked path from v to Z ′i, (Z ′i 6 |= y|Wi)GE− , so using
Theorem 1, (Zi 6 |= y|Wi)GE+

- a contradiction. Therefore
(v |= y|Wi)GE , so v satisfies (a).

For the next proof, we will assume that the conditions in
lemma D.4 hold.

Lemma 8. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there exists no unblocked path
between Zi and Y , different from pi, which includes edge
Xi → Y and is composed only by edges from p1, ..., pi.

Proof. Let p be an unblocked path between Zi and Y , dif-
ferent from pi, and assume that p is composed only by edges
from p1, ..., pi. According to the ordering condition, if Zi or
Z ′i appears in some path pj , with j 6= i, then j > i. There-
fore, pmust start atZi, and take a non-auxiliary edge fromZ ′i.
Since p is different from pi, it must contain at least one edge
from p1, ..., pi−1. Let (v1, V2) denote the first edge in pwhich
does not belong to pi. From lemma , it follows that V1 must
be a zk or z′k for some k < i, and the subpath pi[Zi ∼ V1]
and (V1, V2) must point to V1. This implies that p is blocked
by V1 (collider), a contradiction.

Using the same proof, we also get:

Lemma 9. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there exists no unblocked
path between Zi and some Wi, composed only of edges from
p1, ..., pi.

Lemma 10. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there exists no unblocked
path between Zi and Y , including edge Xj → Y , with j < i,
composed only of edges from p1, ..., pi.

To finish the proof, we add a comment about auxiliary vari-
ables to Brito’s Lemma 7:

Lemma 11. The coefficients of edges incident to y are 0 un-
less they are part of the instrumental set.

Proof. Using CEL1, we can see that the coefficients are
σzpi.W . But these are the same in graph G and GE− by CEL
2. If the coefficient were non-zero inGE−, then σzy.W would
be non-zero by d-separation (there is a directed edge from
each pi to y), meaning that conditional independence would
be violated.

This completes the necessary proof modifications. We
were able to sidestep issues of same-value structural parame-
ters by ensuring that all intersections that might move across
the auxiliary edges happen with i < j, and are not relevant to
the proof.

E Equivalence of IV Definitions
For convenience, Definition 7 is restated here in its original
(theorem) form:

Theorem 7. (Brito and Pearl, 2002a) Given a linear model
with graph G, the coefficients for a set of edges E =
{(x1, y), ..., (xk, y)} are identified if there exists triplets
(z1,W1, p1), ..., (zk,Wk, pk) such that for i = 1, ..., k,

1. (zi |= y|Wi)GE− , where W does not contain any descen-
dants of y and GE− is the graph obtained by deleting
the edges, E from G,

2. pi is a path between zi and xi that is not blocked by Wi,
and

3. if 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n the variable zj does not appear in path
pi; and, if paths pi and pj have a common variable V ,
then both pi[V ∼ Y ] and pj [Zj ∼ V ] point to V .

If the above conditions are satisfied, we say that Z is a gen-
eralized instrumental set for E or simply an instrumental set
for E.12

We will show that the third condition in this theorem can
be replaced with an assertion that the paths have no sided
intersection. That is, the following theorem is equivalent:

Theorem 8. Given a linear model with graph G, the coeffi-
cients for a set of edges E = {(x1, y), ..., (xk, y)} are identi-
fied if there exists triplets (z1,W1, p1), ..., (zk,Wk, pk) such
that for i = 1, ..., k,

1. (zi |= y|Wi)GE− , where W does not contain any descen-
dants of y and GE− is the graph obtained by deleting
the edges, E from G,

2. pi is a path between zi and xi that is not blocked by Wi,
and

3. the set of paths, {p1, ..., pk} has no sided intersection.

We will perform several reversible steps to show that when-
ever an instrumental set of one type exists, a set of the other
must also exist.

Lemma 12. There exist triples satisfying the conditions of
theorem 8, iff there exist triples satisfying the theorem with
condition 3 replaced with: the set of paths {p1, p2, ..., pk}
has no sided intersection, and furthermore, the paths are all
half-treks

Proof. ⇐ follows directly, since any set of triples satisfying
lemma 12 automatically satisfies theorem 8.
⇒ Suppose we have a set of triples satisfying theorem 8.

Consider the set of triples where the ith triple (zi,Wi, pi)
from theorem 8 is replaced with (z′i,Wi, p

′
i). We define z′i

as the last variable in Left(pi) from zi along pi13. p′i is de-
fined as the subpath from z′i to y (pi[z′i ∼ xi]).

We now show that this new set of triples satisfies the defi-
nition of lemma 12.

12Note that when k = 1, z1 is an IV for (x1, y). Further, if
z1 = x1, then x1 satisfies the single-door criterion for (x1, y).

13Remember that since pi is an unblocked path from zi to an
incoming edge of y, it is a trek starting with one or more nodes in
Left, and ending with nodes in Right



Figure 5: The structure of intersecting paths in lemma 13

1. Suppose (z′i 6⊥⊥ y|Wi)GE− . This means that zi and y
are not d-separated given Wi, and as such there exists
a path from y to zi. But there is a directed path from
z′i to zi, which is also unblocked by Wi. Combining
those two paths gives a path between y and zi, meaning
(zi 6⊥⊥ y|Wi)GE− , a contradiction.

2. Since p′i is a subpath of pi[z′i ∼ xi], it is a path between
z′i and xi that is not blocked by Wi.

3. By the definition of p′i, all of the paths are half-treks.
Furthermore, since {p1, p2, ..., pk} had no sided inter-
section, and {p′1, p′2, ..., p′k} are subpaths of these orig-
inal paths, and by the fact that z′i must have already
been in Left(pi), we have Right(p′i) = Right(pi),
and Left(p′i) ⊆ Left(pi) for all i. Therefore,
{p′1, p′2, ..., p′k} must not have sided intersection, since
if it did, {p1, p2, ..., pk} would have also had this inter-
section.

Corollary 2. If there exist triples satisfying lemma 12, then
the set of paths {p1, ..., pk} can only intersect at z1, ..., zk,
where zi is the instrumental variable.

Proof. If two paths have no sided intersection, then any node
that is in both paths must be inRight of one path, and inLeft
of the other. Since each path pi is a half-trek, the only variable
inLeft is zi, with the rest of the variables inRight. Thus any
intersection must happen at zi, the instrumental variable.

Lemma 13. There exist triples satisfying lemma 12 iff there
exist triples satisfying the lemma AND ∀zi, zj , if zj is on path
pi, then zi is not on path pj .

Proof. Using lemma 12, we can generate a set of triples
where all paths are half-treks. Suppose that ∃i, j s.t. zi is
on path pj and zj is on path pi. Since pi is a half-trek, zi
is the only node in Left in pi, with all other nodes being in
Right. If pi does not start with a bidirected edge, pi is a di-
rected path, and pi is also in Right. Since zi is in pj , and
pi and pj have no sided intersection, the path must start with
a bidirected edge (otherwise zi is in both Left and Right -
and thus cannot have an intersection). Similarly, pj must start
with a bidirected edge.

Furthermore, since pi starts with a bidrected edge, the in-
tersection with pj must happen on a directed path to y. The

same constraints apply to pj . The resulting structure is shown
in figure 5. Note that zi and zj can be directly connected by a
bidirected edge, and in this case, both paths can traverse this
edge. This case does not change our analysis.

We will construct alternate triples for zi and zj which
do not intersect with each other. In particular, we will
switch the paths of the two instrumental variables. That
is, the triples (zi, pi,Wi), (zj , pj ,Wj) will be changed to
(zi, pj [zi ∼ y],W ′i ), (zj , pi[zj ∼ y],W ′j). To prove that such
modified triples exist, and satisfy theorem 8, several things
need to be proved:

1. The modified paths have no sided intersection with each
other, nor with other variables in the resulting instrumen-
tal set,

2. There exist W ′i and W ′j non-descendants of y, such that
pj [zi ∼ y] and pi[zj ∼ y] respectively are not blocked,
and both (zi |= y|W ′i )GE− and (zj |= y|W ′j)GE− .

Notice that if these conditions are satisfied, the resulting
set satisfies theorem 8.

For notational simplicity, we define

p′i ≡ pj [zi ∼ y] and p′j ≡ pi[zj ∼ y]

which gives us new triples: (zi, p
′
i,W

′
i ) and (zj , p

′
j ,W

′
j).

We first show that there is no sided intersection. Note that
p′i and p′j are sub-paths of the original pj and pi, which by
assumption have no sided intersection with any other paths in
the instrumental set. The only modification now is that the
paths start at zi and zj respectively. No path intersects with
zi or zj in the new triples, because originally zi and zj were
the intersection of two paths, one in Left and one in Right,
meaning that no other path could go through them - and now
this intersection no longer exists, and all other variables are
unchanged. Thus the modified paths have no sided intersec-
tion with any other variable.

Finally, we show that there exist conditioning sets that sat-
isfy the second requirement. We focus on W ′i , and W ′j will
hold by symmetry.

We divide into two possible cases: Wj∩Desc(zi)GE− 6= ∅
and Wj ∩Desc(zi)GE− = ∅.
• Wj ∩Desc(zi)GE− 6= ∅ - Note that Wj does not block
p′i, since it doesn’t block pj . Now, suppose for the sake
of contradiction (zi 6⊥⊥ y|Wj)GE− . This means that zi
is not d-separated from y in GE−, so there exists an un-
blocked path from y to zi. But since Wj conditions on
a descendant of zi, no matter how the path gets to zi, it
can cross a collider at zi, and be extended by pj [zj ∼ zi],
meaning that (zj 6⊥⊥ y|Wj)GE− , a contradiction. Finally,
Wj does not contain descendants of y. Therefore, we
can use W ′i = Wj .
• Wj ∩ Desc(zi)GE− = ∅ - In this case, we know that
y /∈ Desc(zi)GE− , because if it were, we could cre-
ate a path from y to zj through zi, since Wj does not
condition on descendants of zi, and Wj does not block
pj [zj ∼ zi], meaning that (zj 6⊥⊥ y|Wj)GE− , a contra-
diction. Consider W ′i = Wi \ Desc(zi). W ′i does not
block p′i, since p′i is a directed path to the descendants
of zi. Finally, we need to show that (zi |= y|W ′i )GE− .



Figure 6: An example of an intersection loop of size 3. Note
that in this case there is no ordering of all 3 variables i < j
s.t. zj does not appear in path pi.

Suppose not. This means that there exists a path pv from
y to zi which is not blocked by W ′i . We know that this
path is blocked by Wi, so the blocking variable v must
be a descendant of zi. Since the path starts at y, which
is not a descendant of zi and goes to a descendant of zi,
it must come into the descendants of zi through an in-
coming edge. This path must now get to zi, but W ′i has
no conditioning in the descendants of zi, so pv cannot
cross a collider - but the graph is acyclic, so pv cannot
get to zi by following a directed path in zi’s descendants.
But the path must get to zi - a contradiction. Therefore,
(zi |= y|W ′i )GE− .

Since the conditions of theorem 8 are satisfied for the new
set, we can perform this procedure for all pairs of variables
which intersect. The procedure will only need to be done at
most once per pair of variables, since the resulting paths can-
not increase the number of double-intersections. The result is
a set where ∀zi, zj , if zj is on path pi, then zi is not on path
pj .

Theorem 7 requires a valid ordering of the variables. We
showed that there are orderings of size 2, but in order to prove
the theorem in general, we must show that there is a full or-
dering of all of the variables. To show this, we will first show
that we can generate a set without intersection loops.

Definition 9. An intersection loop is a sequence of half-treks
p1, ..., pj where ∀i, pi’s Right intersects with pi+1’s Left,
and pj’s Right intersects with p1’s Left.

An example of an intersection loop of size 3 is given in
figure 6. Remember that the paths are half-treks WLOG, so
intersection loops are the only type of loop possible. Thank-
fully, the next lemma shows that any instrumental set can be
modified such that there is no intersection loop.

Lemma 14. There exist triples satisfying lemma 12 iff there
exist triples satisfying the lemma, AND there are no intersec-
tion loops between {p1, ..., pk}.

Proof. We will generalize the proof of lemma 13 to work
with an arbitrary amount of nodes. Using the same arguments

as given in lemma 13, the paths must all start with bidirected
edges, and the only intersection allowed is between the first
element of each path, and the directed portion of other paths.

Suppose there is an intersection loop of size n,
consisting of p1, ..., pn, with corresponding triples
(z1, p1,W1), (z2, p2,W2), ..., (zn, pn,Wn). We claim
that these triples can be replaced a new set: (z1, pn[z1 ∼
y],W ′1), (z2, p1[z2 ∼ y],W ′2), ..., (zn, pn−1[zn ∼ y],W ′n).

First note that each of the new paths is valid (since the
original paths were half-treks, and intersected from Right,
meaning that pi[zi+1 ∼ y] is a directed path from zi+1 to y).
These new paths have no sided intersection (see lemma 13).
Furthermore, these new paths cannot be part of any intersec-
tion loop, since none of them start with bidirected edges. This
means that we only need to do one pass through all the loops
in the original instrumental set to remove them all.

Finally, we mirror the arguments given in the proof of
lemma 13 to show that there exist new weights for each pi
that satisfy the conditions of lemma 12. Consider W ′i , for all
i = 1...n. We divide into two possible cases:

• Wi−1 ∩ Desc(zi)GE− 6= ∅ - Using the same argument
as in lemma 13, W ′i = Wi−1 satisfies the requirements.

• Wi−1 ∩ Desc(zi)GE− = ∅ - Using the same argument
as in lemma 13, W ′i = Wi \ Desc(zi) satisfies the re-
quirements.

Since the new set satisfies the requirements of lemma 12,
and the loop no longer exists, we can iteratively repeat the
procedure for all intersection loops remaining in the instru-
mental set, taking apart at most k2 loops (if all paths are part
of a loop of size 2). We are then left with a graph with no
intersection loops.

Theorem 9. There exists a set of triples satisfying theorem 7
if and only if there exists a set of triples satisfying theorem 8.

Proof. ⇐ The first two conditions are identical. The only
difference is the third condition. The indexing in this condi-
tion is irrelevant to this direction. Suppose that there is no
intersection - then we have automatic satisfaction of lemma
12 and this theorem. If there is an intersection between two
paths, then they share a variable V , and both pi[V ∼ Y ]
and pj [Zj ∼ V ] point to V . Since pi[V ∼ Y ] points to
V , V ∈ Left(pi), and since the path is unblocked, it must
point on to zi, so V 6∈ Right(pi).

Similarly, pj [Zj ∼ V ] points to V , meaning that V ∈
Right(pj), and the path is unblocked, so it must go from V
to xj , so V 6∈ Left(pj). Therefore the two paths have no
sided intersection.
⇒ The first two conditions are identical. We will focus on

condition 3. Using lemma 12 and corollary 2, we can gen-
erate a set of triples which have no intersection except at the
instrumental variables z. Since zi is in Left, any intersection
must be in Right of the intersecting path. This means that
both pi[zi ∼ y] and pj [zj ∼ zi] point to zi, satisfying the
second part of the third condition.

We generate an ordering for the variables by generating a
directed intersection graph, where there is a directed arrow



between pi and pj if zj appears in path pi. Note that zj ap-
pears in path pi iff pj’s Left intersects with pi’s Right. By
lemma 14, this graph is acyclic. We therefore can put the
nodes in topological order, giving us an ordering satisfying
theorem 7.
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